
Additional information

(1) Identify the particular good(s) listed in the application for which the

specimen(s) was submitted to show use of the mark.

Pen cases

Note books

Fountain pens

(2) Was the specimen created for submission with this application? If so, specify

the date each specimen was created. If applicant obtained the image(s) of the goods

shown in the specimen(s) from a third-party website, provide the URL of the website

and a digital copy of relevant webpage(s) for each image.

No. The good shown in the specimen are for sale by the applicant.

(3) Provide information about and examples of how applicant’s goods appear in the

actual sales environment

















(a) If sold online, provide a representative sample of the name(s) of the online

retailers, the website URL(s) for each named retailer, and a digital copy of the

webpages showing the goods for sale on the named website.

We sold on shopify. The website URL(s) are as follows.

https://ruhelingerie.com/collections/frontpage/products/toumaycc-pencil-case-tr

ansparent-mesh-school-pencil-bag-capacity-nylon-pen-bag-case-for-kid-gift-offic

e-supplies-creative-papeterie?variant=36919228366998

https://ruhelingerie.com/products/toumaycc-a5-soft-cover-notepad-cute-planner-a

genda-planner-travelers-simple-notebook-student-school?pr_prod_strat=collection

_fallback&pr_rec_pid=5881594478742&pr_ref_pid=5881593790614&pr_seq=uniform?vari

ant=36919233118358

https://ruhelingerie.com/products/s55-neutral-pen-0-5-refill-student-test-speci

al-carbon-cute-gel-pen-office-stationery-signature

https://ruhelingerie.com/collections/frontpage/products/toumaycc-pencil-case-transparent-mesh-school-pencil-bag-capacity-nylon-pen-bag-case-for-kid-gift-office-supplies-creative-papeterie?variant=36919228366998
https://ruhelingerie.com/collections/frontpage/products/toumaycc-pencil-case-transparent-mesh-school-pencil-bag-capacity-nylon-pen-bag-case-for-kid-gift-office-supplies-creative-papeterie?variant=36919228366998
https://ruhelingerie.com/collections/frontpage/products/toumaycc-pencil-case-transparent-mesh-school-pencil-bag-capacity-nylon-pen-bag-case-for-kid-gift-office-supplies-creative-papeterie?variant=36919228366998
https://ruhelingerie.com/products/toumaycc-a5-soft-cover-notepad-cute-planner-agenda-planner-travelers-simple-notebook-student-school?pr_prod_strat=collection_fallback&pr_rec_pid=5881594478742&pr_ref_pid=5881593790614&pr_seq=uniform?variant=36919233118358
https://ruhelingerie.com/products/toumaycc-a5-soft-cover-notepad-cute-planner-agenda-planner-travelers-simple-notebook-student-school?pr_prod_strat=collection_fallback&pr_rec_pid=5881594478742&pr_ref_pid=5881593790614&pr_seq=uniform?variant=36919233118358
https://ruhelingerie.com/products/toumaycc-a5-soft-cover-notepad-cute-planner-agenda-planner-travelers-simple-notebook-student-school?pr_prod_strat=collection_fallback&pr_rec_pid=5881594478742&pr_ref_pid=5881593790614&pr_seq=uniform?variant=36919233118358
https://ruhelingerie.com/products/toumaycc-a5-soft-cover-notepad-cute-planner-agenda-planner-travelers-simple-notebook-student-school?pr_prod_strat=collection_fallback&pr_rec_pid=5881594478742&pr_ref_pid=5881593790614&pr_seq=uniform?variant=36919233118358
https://ruhelingerie.com/products/s55-neutral-pen-0-5-refill-student-test-special-carbon-cute-gel-pen-office-stationery-signature
https://ruhelingerie.com/products/s55-neutral-pen-0-5-refill-student-test-special-carbon-cute-gel-pen-office-stationery-signature




(4) For each category of sales environment specified in response to questions (3)

and (4), specify when the goods bearing the mark were first available for purchase

within the United States, the date of the first sale of the goods to or within the

United States, and whether the goods are still for sale to or within the United States

in that environment.

The date of the first sale of the goods to the United States is on Nov 17, 2020.

The goods are still for sale to the United States in that environment.

(5) For the goods identified in response to question (1), specify the dollar amount

of sales with or within the United States and provide at least three invoices or

other supporting documentation that show payments or other consideration made,

redacting personal or private information of buyers as necessary.

The dollar amount of sales of applicant’s Pen cases within the United States is

around $0.99.

The dollar amount of sales of applicant’s Note books within the United States is

around $13.99.

The dollar amount of sales of applicant’s Fountain pens within the United States

is around $7.99.

We would like to replace the required invoice with sales order record.




